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Abstract

Adaptive radiations are an important source of biodiversity and are often characterized

by many speciation events in very short succession. It has been proposed that the high

speciation rates in these radiations may be fuelled by novel genetic combinations pro-

duced in episodes of hybridization among the young species. The role of such hybrid-

ization events in the evolutionary history of a group can be investigated by comparing

the genealogical relationships inferred from different subsets of loci, but such studies

have thus far often been hampered by shallow genetic divergences, especially in

young adaptive radiations, and the lack of genome-scale molecular data. Here, we use

a genome-wide sampling of SNPs identified within restriction site–associated DNA

(RAD) tags to investigate the genomic consistency of patterns of shared ancestry and

adaptive divergence among five sympatric cichlid species of two genera, Pundamilia
and Mbipia, which form part of the massive adaptive radiation of cichlids in the East

African Lake Victoria. Species pairs differ along several axes: male nuptial colouration,

feeding ecology, depth distribution, as well as the morphological traits that distinguish

the two genera and more subtle morphological differences. Using outlier scan

approaches, we identify signals of divergent selection between all species pairs with a

number of loci showing parallel patterns in replicated contrasts either between genera

or between male colour types. We then create SNP subsets that we expect to be charac-

terized to different extents by selection history and neutral processes and describe

phylogenetic and population genetic patterns across these subsets. These analyses

reveal very different evolutionary histories for different regions of the genome. To

explain these results, we propose at least two intergeneric hybridization events

(between Mbipia spp. and Pundamilia spp.) in the evolutionary history of these five

species that would have lead to the evolution of novel trait combinations and new

species.
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Introduction

A major pattern in the evolution of species diversity is

the heterogeneity of speciation rates in space and time.

Bursts of speciation are often associated with adaptive

radiation, whereby many new phenotypically diverse
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species arise from a common ancestor in short succes-

sion in response to ecological opportunity (Simpson

1953; Schluter 2000; Gavrilets & Losos 2009). One of the

most outstanding recent radiations is the cichlid fishes

of Lake Victoria, where more than 500 genetically dis-

tinct and phenotypically diverse species have arisen

within <100 000 years, and possibly as recently as in

the last 15 000 years (Johnson et al. 1996; Seehausen

2006; Bezault et al. 2011).

The demonstration of genetic distinctiveness among

these many young species has been a major challenge

and, until very recently, it had proven impossible to

reconstruct phylogenetic relationships within the Lake

Victoria radiation (Samonte et al. 2007; Bezault et al.

2011; Konijnendijk et al. 2011). Incomplete lineage sort-

ing, phenotypic diversification without speciation and

historical episodes of hybridization have all been

invoked to explain these difficulties. Recent work found

that phenotypic diversification in this system is gener-

ally associated with speciation (Bezault et al. 2011), but

hybridization between species has clearly occurred (See-

hausen et al. 2008). It has been proposed that occasional,

spatially confined hybridization between differentiated

species in an adaptive radiation may provide genetic

fuel for further bouts of adaptive diversification (Grant

& Grant 1992; Seehausen 2004), and strong support for

this hypothesis has recently come from the radiation of

Heliconius butterflies (Heliconius Genome Consortium

2012). The lack of phylogenetic resolution among the

cichlid species of Lake Victoria has made studying the

evolutionary consequences of hybridization in this

group difficult until now. Very recent work, using short

read sequence data from a very large number of loci,

has for the first time demonstrated both sharp genetic

boundaries between Lake Victoria cichlid species, and

well-supported relationships between them (Wagner

et al. 2012). However, the estimated phylogenetic rela-

tionships in this recent work did not match morphol-

ogy-based taxonomy, and several morphologically

based genera were rendered para- and polyphyletic.

Here, we use SNPs generated from next-generation

sequencing data to ask whether mismatches between

morphology and phylogeny are because of parallel

evolution of morphologies or because of a mosaic

evolutionary history.

Gene flow because of hybridization is often thought to

hinder adaptive divergence (e.g. Garant et al. 2007), and

the origin and persistence of differentiated populations

in parapatry or sympatry (Felsenstein 1981). However,

sometimes gene flow may facilitate divergence by intro-

ducing novel genetic variation, which natural or sexual

selection can then act upon. In several East African cich-

lid radiations, for example, there is repeated parallel

divergence in male nuptial colouration (Allender et al.

2003). It is possible that similar male phenotypes evolved

repeatedly and independently through novel mutation

and that the observed parallelism is because of genetic

or ecological constraints. Alternative and perhaps more

likely scenarios, especially in very young radiations, sug-

gest that similar phenotypes have the same genetic basis

and that the same alleles were recruited repeatedly by

natural or sexual selection from standing genetic varia-

tion, or that particular alleles were exchanged between

more distantly related species through historical or

recent hybridization.

Patterns of divergence between incipient and young

species and the consistency of these patterns across the

genome can provide valuable insights into the relative

roles of different evolutionary forces. Genes involved in

adaptive divergence and/or genetic incompatibilities

between species (or loci linked to such genes), for

example, are expected to show unusually high levels of

allele sorting among species compared with the geno-

mic average (Wu 2001; Beaumont 2005). If gene flow is

globally restricted, we expect that markers under diver-

gent selection could transiently show elevated genetic

differentiation, but that selective and neutral loci would

support the same or mutually consistent genealogical

relationships. If gene flow is restricted only within nar-

row islands of differentiation, on the other hand, the

population structure inferred from loci underlying

adaptation may reflect the similarity or dissimilarity of

selection pressures while, at neutral loci, it would

reflect the patterns of ancestry and/or current gene

flow (e.g. Wilding et al. 2001; Egan et al. 2008).

Mismatched phylogenetic signals may be particularly

pronounced if introgression within islands of differenti-

ation is, or was at some point in the past, facilitated by

selection in some populations or species but not in

others.

Investigations into the heterogeneity of genomic

divergence are becoming easier in nonmodel organisms

because of the advent of next-generation sequencing

technologies. In particular, these approaches allow a

much higher genomic resolution as the number of

markers that can be screened increases by orders of

magnitude compared with traditional molecular meth-

ods. Here, we sequence a reduced representation library

of RAD tags (Baird et al. 2008). By focusing on the

regions flanking specific restriction sites, the complexity

of the DNA fragment pool is reduced which, in turn,

increases the read depth at each locus. By combining

many individually barcoded samples into a single

sequencer lane, it is possible to simultaneously detect

and genotype thousands of SNPs from across the gen-

ome. The RAD-seq approach has been successfully used

to investigate the heterogeneity of genomic divergence

between different stickleback ecotypes (marine vs.
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freshwater: Hohenlohe et al. 2010; stream vs. lake: Roesti

et al. 2012). The method has also been used to identify

many thousands of SNPs in species without an available

reference genome (e.g. Amores et al. 2011; Barchi et al.

2011; Hohenlohe et al. 2011).

Our study species are sympatric populations of five

haplochromine cichlids from the large adaptive radia-

tion of Lake Victoria, East Africa. Speciation in this sys-

tem has repeatedly been associated with parallel

divergence of very similar male colour patterns in dif-

ferent genera, that is, in combination with different

morphological traits (Seehausen & Van Alphen 1999;

Seehausen et al. 1999, 2008). Here, we study two of

these genera, each with a species with yellow–red male

colouration and one or two with blue male colouration.

Four of the species are formally described and grouped

into two genera based on several morphological traits:

Pundamilia pundamilia, P. nyererei, Mbipia mbipi and

M. lutea (Seehausen et al. 1998). The fifth species is most

similar to the two Pundamilia species based on morpho-

logical and dentition traits and has been provisionally

named Pundamilia sp. ‘pink anal fin’ (Seehausen 1996).

We use SNPs identified from a de novo assembly of

RAD tag sequences to investigate patterns of adaptive

divergence and the genomic consistency of phylogenetic

relationships among these species using a combination

of outlier scan approaches, analyses of population struc-

ture and phylogenetic methods. We are specifically

interested in assessing the proportion of loci with

elevated levels of differentiation between species and in

comparing population genetic structure and phyloge-

netic relationships at such loci with those estimated

from the rest of the genome. For doing so, we create

SNP subsets characterized by different levels of

divergence across the five species and investigate

whether the inferred population structure and phyloge-

netic relationships vary between these data subsets.

Specifically, we ask how relationships between species

with different generic assignment and different male

colouration change between SNP subsets.

Material and methods

Study species

All samples for this study were collected at Makobe

Island, an offshore island in southern Lake Victoria,

Tanzania, characterized by high water transparency and

a very species-rich cichlid community (Seehausen &

Bouton 1997). We sampled ten males each from five

species of the genera Pundamilia and Mbipia in 2010:

Pundamilia nyererei, P. pundamilia, P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’,

Mbipia mbipi and M. lutea. These species are among the

11 numerically most abundant species at this location,

with P. nyererei and M. mbipi among the three most

abundant species (Seehausen & Bouton 1998; O. Seehau-

sen, unpublished data; Table 1). The two genera are dis-

tinguished based on a number of phenotypic traits

including head and body morphology, dentition, scale

morphology and squamation patterns (Seehausen et al.

1998). Both genera show parallel divergence into pairs

of sister species with blue vs. yellow/red male nuptial

colouration (P. pundamilia vs. P. nyererei, M. mbipi vs.

M. lutea; Seehausen et al. 1998). P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ is

a third species with blue male colouration, but its phy-

logenetic position was unresolved at the outset of this

Table 1 Study species from Makobe Island, Lake Victoria

Mbipia lutea Mbipia mbipi

Pundamilia sp.

‘pink anal fin’ Pundamilia nyererei Pundamilia pundamilia

Abundance* 68 (11) 3811 (2) 872 (5) 4686 (1) 260 (6)

Male nuptial colouration Yellow Blue Blue Yellow and

red dorsum

Blue

Depth distribution† 0–100 50–350 375–800 375–800 0–200

Tooth shape‡ Bicuspid Bicuspid Unicuspid Unicuspid Unicuspid

Feeding ecology Benthic, algae

scraper

Benthic, algae

scraper

Bentholimnetic,

zooplanktivorous

Bentholimnetic,

zooplanktivorous

Benthic, insect

larvae

*Number of individuals (and abundance rank) among 15 000 fish caught between 1995 and 2003 (O. Seehausen, unpublished).
†Depth range (in cm) containing >80% of the population.
‡Shape of the tooth crown in the outermost tooth row.
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study. Mbipia lutea is entirely yellow on the flanks,

while P. nyererei is yellow on the lower half but crimson

red on the upper half of the flanks, the dorsum and the

dorsal fin. Previous work has shown that the expression

of red dorsal nuptial colouration in Lake Victoria cich-

lids requires the expression of yellow flank colouration

(Seehausen et al. 1999; Magalhaes & Seehausen 2010).

For this reason, we treat these two colour types as one

category (‘yellow’) and compare it with the category of

blue colouration.

Ecological and microhabitat differences between the

five species are indicated in Table 1. The P. pundamilia–

P. nyererei species pair has been particularly well stud-

ied, and it has been demonstrated that these two taxa

are fully isolated biological species at Makobe Island

(Seehausen et al. 2008; Seehausen 2009). The remaining

three taxa are also phenotypically highly distinct, and

all individuals can be unequivocally assigned to a

given species. Behavioural work has demonstrated

assortative mating between M. mbipi and M. lutea (Ver-

zijden et al. 2008). Recent phylogenomic work has

shown that all five species form well-supported, recip-

rocally monophyletic groups, while the two genera are

not recovered as monophyletic groups within the 16

species from eight morphologically-based genera

included in those analyses (Wagner et al. 2012). All fish

were identified to species level based on phenotype by

O. Seehausen and O. Selz and are vouchered in collec-

tions at EAWAG.

Molecular methods

DNA was extracted from finclips using a DNeasy Blood

& Tissue kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s

instructions. RAD libraries were prepared following the

detailed protocol outlined in Etter et al. (2011) with

some modifications as described below, using an SbfI

high fidelity restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs).

The two genera were sequenced in separate libraries

together with other species, and each library contained

between 52 and 60 individually barcoded fish. The bar-

codes were 6 bp long and differed by at least two bases.

We used 750 pmol P1 adaptor (Microsynth AG) per

1 lg of digested genomic DNA and, after multiplexing,

the sample was sheared in a Sonorex Super sonicator

(Bandelin electronic GmbH & Co. KG) using five 30 s

on and off cycles. The final amplification was carried

out in two separate 50 lL PCRs per library each with

18 amplification cycles. The two aliquots were com-

bined before the final size selection for fragments of

c. 300–500 bp.

All libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq

2000 platform at Fasteris (Geneva, Switzerland). Two

sequencer lanes were used for the initial sequencing of

libraries containing the 50 individuals. Some individu-

als were replicated once (one M. lutea) or twice (all

Pundamilia individuals) in additional sequencing lanes

to increase the total number of reads.

Quality filtering and SNP calling

Reads without the complete SbfI recognition sequence

were discarded from further analyses with our own

python script. Using the FastX toolkit (http://hannon-

lab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/), all sequences were end-

trimmed to a length of 90 bp, and reads containing one

or more bases with a Phred quality score below 10 or

more than 5% of the positions below 30 were discarded.

The libraries were demultiplexed using the process_rad-

tags program from the Stacks pipeline (Catchen et al.

2011). Single errors within the barcode were automati-

cally corrected by the software. The final quality filtered

and demultiplexed data set contained c. 116 million

reads, each 84 base pairs in length. The number of

reads per individual ranged between 436 K and 6690 K

and was systematically higher in the three Pundamilia

species because of the higher sequencing effort (see

also Fig. S1, Supporting information of Wagner et al.

2012).

All reads from the 50 individuals were pooled and

used for a de novo assembly in ustacks (Catchen et al.

2011). A ‘stack’ is a set of identical sequences in the ter-

minology of this pipeline; several of these stacks may

then be merged to form putative loci. We set a mini-

mum stack depth of 50 reads (m) and excluded all

stacks with coverage lower than this threshold. The

maximum number of pairwise differences allowed

between any two stacks within a locus was set to 2

(M parameter of ustacks). Because this parameter

constrains the number of pairwise differences between

stacks, the number of polymorphic sites at a locus can

be higher than M when more than two stacks are

merged. We disabled the deleveraging algorithm of

ustacks and excluded putative loci with unusually high

coverage (i.e. ‘lumberjack stacks’ of ustacks). Note that

ustacks will treat stacks differing by an insertion–dele-

tion polymorphism as separate loci.

The de novo assembly produced c. 136K loci. We used

the consensus sequences from these loci as a ‘reference’

against which we mapped the quality filtered and

demultiplexed reads from each individual separately

using bowtie v. 0.12.7 (Langmead et al. 2009) allowing a

maximum of 2 mismatches. All reads with more than

one valid alignment were excluded.

Genotypes were called for all individuals together

with the Unified Genotyper from the Genome Analysis

Tool Kit (GATK) v.1.4-19, using the SNP genotype

likelihood model (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et al.
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2011). We considered only bases with a Phred quality

score of at least 20 and used biallelic SNP calling as

recommended for the current version of the program.

Consequently, a maximum of two different bases is

possible at each site.

From the vcf file containing all polymorphic sites, we

created subsets containing all possible species pairs to

produce a total of 11 files per assembly: one full data

set with five species and 10 subsets with two species

each. The following filtering steps were performed on

each file: all SNP positions with a Phred quality score

below 20 were excluded. Next, we recoded all individ-

ual genotypes with a quality score (i.e. GQ field of the

vcf file) below 20 as missing and excluded all loci with

fewer than five genotyped individuals per species and

all loci where the rarer allele was observed <3 times

across all individuals.

A particular challenge in de novo assembly is the cor-

rect distinction between orthologs and paralogs. Specifi-

cally, the goal is to distinguish between true variation

at a single locus and artefactual variation created by

merging nonorthologous reads into the same locus

(e.g. Stapely et al. 2010). If two paralogous loci fixed for

alternative variants are wrongly combined, we expect to

observe a pronounced excess of heterozygous individu-

als (e.g. Hohenlohe et al. 2011). Consequently, we

excluded loci from subsequent analyses if the observed

heterozygosity in one or more species was higher than

0.5, the maximum Hardy–Weinberg heterozygosity at a

biallelic locus. All filtering steps were carried out with

custom-made python scripts. Estimates of genetic diver-

sity in each species are given in Table S2 (Supporting

information).

To assess the effect of specific parameters on the

inferred number of loci and SNPs, we re-ran this

pipeline twice with (i) fewer and (ii) more mismatches

tolerated within loci in the de novo assembly and the

subsequent mapping of the reads to the consensus

sequences from the assembly. Please refer to the Sup-

porting information for a detailed description of these

analyses and a discussion of the results. Briefly, we

found that as more mismatches are tolerated within a

RAD locus, more reads are used in the assembly, and

they are merged into fewer loci (Table S1, Supporting

information). This increases the number of polymor-

phic sites overall, as well as the proportion of RAD

loci containing more than one SNP. It is encouraging

to find that analyses based on the three different

assemblies produce highly consistent results. For

example, we detected very similar outlier proportions

(Fig. S1, Supporting information), and FST estimates

between all species pairs were also highly correlated

across all three assemblies (correlation coeffi-

cients � 0.98 in all cases).

Population genomic analysis

The quality filtered vcf files were converted into the

file formats necessary for subsequent analyses using

PGDSPIDER version 2.0.1.5 (Lischer & Excoffier 2012).

To identify SNPs showing evidence of divergent selec-

tion between species, we carried out outlier scans

between all species pairs in BAYESCAN version 2.1 using

default settings (Foll & Gaggiotti 2008). In particular, the

prior odds were set to 10 corresponding to a prior belief

that the neutral model is 10 times more likely than the

model with selection at any given locus. A locus was con-

sidered to be an outlier if the posterior odds favouring a

model with selection were above a threshold set by the

software to ensure a false discovery rate of � 20%. To

evaluate the effect of the prior, all pairwise outlier scans

were repeated with prior odds 1 corresponding to equal

prior probabilities for the models with and without a

selection term. All SNPs significant in this last analysis

were removed from the data sets to obtain estimates of

neutral FST between all species pairs in ARLEQUIN 3.5.1.2

(Excoffier et al. 2005). The significance of the FST esti-

mates was assessed based on 10 000 permutations.

We then investigated the genetic substructure in our

data with STRUCTURE v. 2.3.2.1 (Pritchard et al. 2000;

Falush et al. 2003). We used a burn-in of 500K steps

followed by another 500K MCMC steps, assumed an

admixture model and correlated allele frequencies, and

included no prior information on taxon identity. A first

analysis was based on the full data set of 10 663 SNPs

genotyped in at least five individuals per species. We

varied the number of groups (K) from 1 to 8 with 10

independent runs for each value of K. We then ordered

all SNPs based on the locus-specific FST as calculated in

ARLEQUIN across all five species (‘global’ FST, from lowest

to highest), and created data subsets containing differ-

ent slices from this distribution: intermediate global FST
(all SNPs between 25th and 75th percentile of the FST
distribution corresponding to FST = 0.01–0.13; in the fol-

lowing, this will be expressed as 25–75%), high global

FST (75–99%, FST = 0.13–0.51) and top global FST
(99–100%, FST = 0.51–1.0). We used the same run

parameters as in the full analysis but investigated only

values of K = 1–5. An additional six data subsets were

investigated from K = 1–5 with only 3 runs per K

(0–50%, 0–75%, 0–90%, 0–99%, 25–35% and 25–50%).

The support for different values of K was assessed from

the likelihood distribution and visual inspection of the

STRUCTURE barplots. In particular, the consistency of the

inferred clusters across runs was an important criterion

to select the optimal K. Results were averaged across

replicates using CLUMPP 1.1.2 (Jakobsson & Rosenberg

2007) and graphically displayed with DISTRUCT 1.1

(Rosenberg 2004).
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Pairwise FST between all species pairs was calculated

for the different data subsets in ARLEQUIN with signifi-

cance assessed based on 10 000 permutations. We inves-

tigated the correlation between pairwise FSTs calculated

from different data subsets using Mantel tests in FSTAT.

Finally, analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA; Excof-

fier et al. 1992) were performed on selected data sets with

populations grouped either by genus or by male colour-

ation. The analyses were repeated without P. sp. ‘pink

anal fin’ that is genetically closer to M. mbipi than to

Pundamilia (see below). The significance of the variance

components was assessed based on 1000 permutations.

Finally, the full data set and the three subsets (inter-

mediate, high and top) were used to infer phylogenies

using a maximum-likelihood approach in RAxML

(Stamatakis 2006). We used a GTR+gamma model of

sequence evolution, as recommended and justified by

the authors of the program in the version 7.0.4 manual,

and to account for uncertainty in the estimation of the

topology, we used RAxML’s rapid bootstrap algorithm

with 100 bootstrap replicates for the full data and

10 000 bootstrap replicates for each data subset (Sta-

matakis et al. 2008), along with a single, full maximum-

likelihood tree search.

Results

Loci showing elevated divergence between species pairs

The average proportion of outliers detected by BAYESCAN

was 0.71%, ranging from a minimum of 0.42% in the

M. mbipi vs. P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ comparison to a maxi-

mum of 0.91% between P. pundamilia and P. nyererei. At

two-thirds of the outlier SNPs (65%), outlier behaviour

was observed only in a single comparison between spe-

cies. The vast majority (92%) of cases where a SNP was

a significant outlier in multiple pairwise comparisons

repeatedly involved the same species. For all remaining

SNPs, we investigated how many were detected as sig-

nificant outliers in multiple independent comparisons

between genera and/or in multiple independent com-

parisons between male colour types. We found eight

such replicated between-colour outliers (blue + tur-

quoise in Fig. 1) and eight between-genus outliers

(green + turquoise in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Results of outlier scans for all pairwise comparisons

among the five cichlid species. The barplot indicates the pro-

portion of SNPs detected as significant outliers in each compar-

ison. In the bottom panel, each column represents a pairwise

comparison and each row a SNP site showing outlier beha-

viour in � 2 comparisons. We were specifically interested in

identifying SNPs detected as outliers in � 2 independent

comparisons between the two genera and/or the two colour

types. If this criterion was satisfied for genus and/or colour,

we coloured all significant comparisons at that locus.

Green = between-genus outlier in � 2 independent compari-

sons; blue = between-colour-type outlier in � 2 independent

comparisons; turquoise = outlier in � 2 of both between-genus

and between-colour comparisons. All other significant compar-

isons are indicated in grey. SNPs are ordered from top to

bottom by the number of comparisons in which they were

detected as outliers among the ten pairwise comparisons.

lut = Mbipia lutea; mbi = M. mbipi; nyer = Pundamilia nyererei;

pink = P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’; pund = P. pundamilia.
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The results from the analysis assuming even prior

probabilities for the models with and without selection

(prior odds 1) were qualitatively similar (correlation

coefficient 0.90), but the portion of outliers was, on

average, 7.5 times higher with even prior odds. In this

analysis, we identified 62 replicated between-colour

outliers and 85 replicated between-genus outliers

(Fig. S2, Supporting information).

Patterns of genomic differentiation

Genetic substructure was observed in the STRUCTURE

analyses of the full data set and of all subsets contain-

ing some markers from the upper half of the FST
distribution (0–75%, 0–90%, 0–99%, 25–75%, 75–99% and

99–100%). Very little substructure was observed in subsets

containing only markers from the lower half of the dis-

tribution (25–35% and 25–50%). The full data set and

three non-overlapping subsets were investigated in

more detail. In the following, we will refer to these sub-

sets as intermediate (25–75%), high (75–99%) and top

(99–100%) to indicate the position of a given ‘slice’ in

the distribution of all locus-specific FST values ordered

from smallest to largest (Fig. 2a). In all four cases, the

likelihood increased substantially up to K = 4 with a

smaller but discernible further increase between K = 4

and K = 5 (Fig. S4, Supporting information). In many

analyses, the inferred clusters varied between runs with

up to five different solutions found for a given data set

and value of K. Here, we consider a value of K to be

optimal if it has both a high likelihood and produces

consistent results across all 10 replicate STRUCTURE runs.

Under this criterion, four genetic clusters were inferred

based on the intermediate SNPs and five in the remain-

ing two data subsets (Fig. 2c) and the full data set

(Fig. S3a, Supporting information).

The FST values between species pairs were signifi-

cantly correlated in all six possible pairwise compari-

sons between the four data (sub)sets (R2 � 0.64,

Mantel P < 0.01 in all cases). However, we observed

striking differences between the four data sets in the

relationships among the five species as inferred by

STRUCTURE and the phylogenetic analyses, with the

following two main results:

1 The nearer to the upper tail of the FST distribution

our SNP sets were, the more pronounced was the

separation inferred by STRUCTURE between the five

clusters corresponding to the five phenotypically

defined species: the intermediate SNPs assigned all

M. mbipi and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ individuals to the

same genetic cluster and showed consistent evidence

of contributions of the M. lutea-like genetic cluster

(light orange in Fig. 2c) to M. mbipi. Hence, this result

is consistent with past hybridization between two sets

of taxa: M. mbipi and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’, and

M. mbipi and M. lutea. This evidence for introgression

became weaker among the high SNPs and completely

disappeared in the top 1% (Fig. 2c).

2 The intermediate and high data sets mostly revealed

the strongest structure between two species groups:

P. pundamilia and P. nyererei, and the triplet M. mbipi,

M. lutea and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’. These groups reflect

the morphology-based genus assignment with the

exception of P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’. We observed this

grouping seven (for intermediate SNPs) and five times

(for high SNPs) among each of the 10 STRUCTURE repli-

cates, and it was consistently better supported than a

grouping based on male colouration, which was

observed only once or three times, respectively

(Fig. 2b). The ML tree based on the intermediate SNPs

was poorly resolved (Fig. 3a). The phylogenetic analysis

of the high data subset recovered the same two ‘nearly

generic’ clusters observed in the STRUCTURE results‐

P. pundamilia/P. nyererei and M. mbipi/M. lutea/P. sp.

‘pink anal fin’‐with high bootstrap support (Fig. 3b).

A different pattern was observed in the very upper

tail of the FST distribution (top SNPs). Here, the first

genetic split inferred by STRUCTURE (i.e. at K = 2) was

clearly between species of different male nuptial colour-

ation (Fig. 2b; 9 of 10 replicates), a split that was also

supported in phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 3c).

These findings were also supported by the results of

the analyses of molecular variance based on the three

non‐overlapping data subsets (Table 2). The proportion

of the genetic variance explained by genus was not sig-

nificant when the analysis was based on all five species

(Table 2a, top). However, this component became signifi-

cant for the intermediate and high subsets of SNPs (but

not the top SNPs) when P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ was

excluded (Table 2b, top). This exclusion seems justified

based on our results here which suggest hybridization

between Pundamilia and Mbipia at the origin of this spe-

cies and that it is in fact genetically closer to Mbipia mbipi

than to the two other Pundamilia species. The proportion

of the variance explained by differences between colour

types showed a pattern opposite to that observed for the

between-genus component: the between-colour compo-

nent was considerably higher in the analysis based on

the top SNPs than in the other two data subsets irrespec-

tive of whether P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ was included or not

(Table 2, bottom).

Discussion

Using 10 000 SNPs from 7000 loci generated by

de novo assembly of sequenced RAD tags, we find

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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clear evidence of distinct, non-overlapping genetic

groups corresponding to five phenotypically defined

species of Lake Victoria cichlids sampled in full

sympatry at one island. This is striking, because

previous studies based on DNA sequences failed to

differentiate species altogether (e.g. Nagl et al. 1998;

Samonte et al. 2007), and studies using polymor-

phisms in microsatellites or AFLP restriction sites,

while finding that species were differentiated, failed

to assign individuals reliably (Seehausen et al. 2008;

1×

7×

3×

5×

9×

0×

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2 Population structure inferred from different subsets of loci. a) Frequency distribution of FST values calculated across all five

species (global FST) at 10 663 SNPs. All SNPs were then arranged in order of increasing FST, and different slices from this distribution

were used for STRUCTURE analyses. The approximate range of FST values included in each slice is indicated by the green bars below

panel a). (b) STRUCTURE results for K = 2. In most cases, several alternative solutions were observed. Here, we present only the two

dominant solutions and report the number of times each was observed among a total of 10 replicate runs in each data subset. Group-

ing 1: the species cluster according to male nuptial colouration as indicated by the letters above the STRUCTURE barplot (Y = yellow;

B = blue). Grouping 2: species group by genera with the exception of P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ that clusters with the two Mbipia species.

Each clustering solution is illustrated by a STRUCTURE barplot based on the high data subset (see Fig. S4 for all other plots), with

results averaged across all runs supporting this particular grouping. (c) Results of the STRUCTURE analysis for the number of clusters

best supported in each data set (K = 4 or K = 5, as indicated), with the results averaged across 10 runs. Intermediate = 5331 SNPs

with FST values between the 25th and 75th percentiles of all locus-specific FST values ordered from lowest to highest; high = 75th–

99th percentile, 2559 SNPs; top = above 99th percentile, 107 SNPs. lut = Mbipia lutea; mbi = M. mbipi; nyer = Pundamilia nyererei;

pink = P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’; pund = P. pundamilia.
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Magalhaes et al. 2009, 2012; Konijnendijk et al. 2011).

This highlights the power of large SNP data sets as

generated with genotyping-by-sequencing approaches

to resolve the population genetic and phylogenetic

structure of even the most rapid and difficult to

resolve sympatric radiations, even in the absence of a

reference genome (see also Wagner et al. 2012).

Furthermore, we find that the relationships estimated

from the loci that best differentiate species do not

follow the phylogenetic relationships observed in

analyses using other portions of the genome.

Loci showing elevated divergence between species pairs

In our analyses, many SNPs show outlier behaviour in

only a single comparison. Another very large propor-

tion is significant in multiple comparisons, but these

repeatedly involve the same species. This pattern sug-

gests unusual allele frequencies in one species, possibly

because of species-specific selection pressures. Similar

observations have been reported in intraspecific outlier

scans where multiple populations were compared (e.g.

Akey et al. 2002; Williams & Oleksiak 2008; Keller et al.

100

80

100

100

70 81
73

61
76

70

100

100

(a) Intermediate (b) High

(c) Top

Pundamilia nyererei

Pundamilia pundamilia

Mbipia mbipi

Pundamilia sp. “pink anal fin”

Mbipia lutea

36

Fig. 3 Phylogenetic trees based on different data subsets: (a) Intermediate: 5331 SNPs with global FST values between the 25th and

75th percentiles of a distribution of all locus-specific estimates ordered from lowest to highest; (b) High: 75th–99th percentile, 2559

SNPs; (c) Top: above 99th percentile, 107 SNPs. Topologies shown are the best tree from a full maximum-likelihood search. Tip

colours represent the species. The colours are consistent with male nuptial colouration and match Fig. 2c. Triangles indicate Mbipia

spp. and circles Pundamilia spp. Bootstrap support values are based on 10 000 rounds of bootstrapping using RAxML’s rapid

bootstrapping algorithm, and are shown only if � 50% and are not shown within species groups.
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2011; E. Bezault, G. Dheyongera, S. Mwaiko, I. S. Magal-

haes, O. Seehausen, Unpublished data).

Still, we also find a number of SNPs that show outlier

behaviour, consistent with the action of divergent selec-

tion, in at least two fully independent comparisons

between genera (green + turquoise in Fig. 1) or between

colour types (blue + turquoise in Fig. 1). Such parallel

patterns are predicted for body colouration where the

underlying genes are suspected to be conserved across

these cichlids, and alleles may have been transferred

between lineages by occasional hybridization (Seehau-

sen et al. 1999; Magalhaes & Seehausen 2010; see also

discussion below). Parallel patterns at the gene level

have previously been shown for opsin genes that deter-

mine light absorbance properties of the retina. Here, sis-

ter species from different light environments are often

characterized by distinct divergent alleles, which are at

the same time often shared between distantly related

species (Seehausen et al. 2008).

It must be kept in mind that the loci detected as

repeated outliers here almost certainly represent only

the most strongly differentiated regions of the genome

given the low power of pairwise outlier tests (Fischer

et al. 2011). However, it is encouraging that it is possi-

ble to identify candidate loci potentially involved in

adaptive divergence between these genera or replicate

adaptive divergence between colour types. These results

indicate that either many loci are associated with these

traits in Lake Victoria cichlid genomes or the signal of

divergent selection extends across few but large linkage

blocks. Such an interpretation is suggested by the fact

that the detection of candidate loci requires a combina-

tion of several fortunate circumstances: an SbfI restric-

tion site has to be present near the target of selection,

polymorphic sites have to exist within 80 bp either side

of the restriction site, and the read depth has to be

sufficient for the locus to be genotyped in multiple indi-

viduals per species. Hence, a substantial proportion of

the loci showing strong evidence of adaptive divergence

are likely to be missed. For example, bmp4, a gene

involved in tooth development (e.g. Albertson & Kocher

2006), should be a prime candidate locus underlying

the divergence between the unicuspid teeth of Punda-

milia and the bicuspid teeth of Mbipia species. The bmp4

coding sequence (e.g. GenBank accession number

AB084660) indeed contains an SbfI restriction site, but

our reads did not include any polymorphic sites at this

RAD locus, precluding an analysis of the patterns of

genetic differentiation for these species using the RAD

approach.

The total number of outliers detected ranged from a

few dozen to several hundred per species pair depend-

ing on the analysis. While the chromosomal location of

these loci is currently unknown, it is likely that multiple

independent regions are involved in the divergence

between each species pair. A single region containing

even the lowest observed number of outliers (41) could

be as large as 1.2 Mb if we assume one SbfI site every

30 Kb, the approximate average spacing of restriction

sites expected from the predicted number of c. 30 K SbfI

sites and a genome size of c. 950 Mb (Sanetra et al.

2009). While gene flow can be reduced across regions of

several megabases as a result of divergence hitchhiking

(Via 2012), signals of selection are likely to be restricted

to much shorter chromosomal regions if adaptation is

from standing genetic variation (Barrett & Schluter

2008; Counterman et al. 2010) as is likely often the case

in these cichlids. For example, a comparison of cichlids

from different light environments found that genetic

differentiation was elevated within a window of <10 kb

around a target of divergent selection (long wave-

length-sensitive opsin gene; Terai et al. 2006).

Patterns of genomic differentiation

The comparison of both the STRUCTURE results and the

phylogenetic trees inferred from different subsets of the

data showed that evidence of genetic subdivision

between species is widespread across the genome. More

Table 2 Percent of the variation explained by different group-

ings based on analyses of molecular variance of three data sub-

sets with species grouped by genus (top) or male nuptial

colouration (bottom)

Intermediate High Top

Grouped by genus

(a) [P. pundamilia, P. nyererei, P. sp. ’pink anal fin’] [M. mbipi,

M. lutea]

Between genera 0.16 0.32 0.65

Among species

within genera

6.15** 24.11** 65.24**

(b) [P. pundamilia, P. nyererei] [M. mbipi, M. lutea]

Between genera 0.58** 2.43** �5.94

Among species

within genera

6.13** 23.74** 72.04**

Grouped by colour

(a) [P. pundamilia, P. sp. ’pink anal fin’, M. mbipi] [M. lutea,

P. nyererei]

Between colours 0.42** 2.15** 14.41**

Among species

within colours

5.99** 22.83** 53.38**

(b) [P. pundamilia, M. mbipi] [M. lutea, P. nyererei]

Between colours 0.05 0.03 8.67*

Among species

within colours

6.49** 25.56** 59.06**

(a) All five species. (b) Excluding Pundamilia sp. ‘pink anal fin’.

*P < 0.001; **P < 0.0001.
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than half of the SNPs in our data set show some differ-

entiation between species as indicated, for example, by

the pairwise FST estimates obtained from the intermedi-

ate data set (which contains the SNPs between the

lower and upper quartiles of the FST distribution). This

section of the data should produce good estimates of

the average genomic divergence between species as it

omits loci from the tails of the distribution, some of

which are expected to be under balancing or divergent

selection. The obtained FST estimates (Table S3, Support-

ing information) range between 0.025 between M. mbipi

and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ and 0.061 between M. lutea

and P. pundamilia. FST between P. pundamilia and P. nye-

rerei at Makobe Island has previously been estimated at

0.026 from microsatellites (Seehausen et al. 2008) and

0.031 based on non‐outlier AFLP markers (E. Bezault,

G. Dheyongera, S. Mwaiko, I. S. Magalhaes, O. Seehau-

sen, Unpublished data), compared with an estimate of

0.055 obtained here. Hence, differentiation as measured

from our intermediate SNP data set is broadly compara-

ble with estimates from classic ‘neutral’ markers.

The genetic relationships observed among the species

change as we move up in the FST distribution. We inter-

pret this change as a progressive erosion of the signal

of neutral phylogenetic history as we move towards the

more highly differentiated SNPs. The presumably neu-

tral structure inferred from the intermediate and high

data subsets suggests that the two genera are not recip-

rocally monophyletic. In these data subsets, the first

split detected by STRUCTURE (at K = 2) does not fully

coincide with the two genera, and results from the anal-

yses of molecular variance also show that genus does

not explain a significant proportion of the total vari-

ance. Both types of analyses demonstrate an unexpect-

edly close genetic relationship between P. sp. ‘pink anal

fin’ and M. mbipi, which is also consistent with the phy-

logenetic tree based on the high SNPs (Fig. 3b), a result

at odds with rich phenotypic data that groups P.

sp. ‘pink anal fin’ with other Pundamilia species.

After excluding P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’, the genetic var-

iation explained by the between-genus component was

small but significant in the intermediate and high data

subsets (AMOVA; Table 2). Similarly, an AFLP-based

analysis with much more extensive taxon sampling

found that a small but significant proportion of the

total genetic variance was associated with genera in

Lake Victoria cichlids (Bezault et al. 2011). These find-

ings suggest that the average genomic divergence of

species tends to be slightly lower within than between

genera, as would be expected if these genera are indeed

meaningful groups that reflect evolutionary relation-

ships.

Importantly, very different genetic relationships

among the species are inferred based on the 107 SNPs

with the highest global FST estimates, suggesting that

the loci experiencing the strongest divergent selection

between species do not obey historical evolutionary

relationships. Most prominently, these top 1% of SNPs

are enriched for markers that group species by colour

types and markers that differentiate all five species.

These patterns are illustrated by the contrasting rela-

tionships among species in the phylogenetic trees

inferred from the high and top subsets of the data

(Fig. 3b,c) and by the clear split into five distinct species

clusters only in the STRUCTURE results based on the 107

top SNPs (Fig. 2c).

The high resolution of species boundaries obtained

from these 107 SNPs is not necessarily expected as these

markers were selected based on high global FST across

all five species, which could, in principle, result from

unusual allele frequencies in a single species (e.g. Shri-

ver et al. 2004). It suggests that loci important in specia-

tion and/or the maintenance of species boundaries are

enriched in this data subset. In other words, extreme

allele frequency differences are observed between dif-

ferent species or groups of species at different SNPs,

which suggests that divergent selection played an

important role in speciation.

The observed grouping by colour type supported by

several of our results based on the top 1% SNPs sug-

gests that this data subset includes at least some loci

where non-sister species of the same colour are geneti-

cally more similar to each other than they are to their

differently coloured sister species. We identified 13 loci

that consistently show contrasting allele frequencies

between all three species with blue male colouration

and the two species with yellow male colouration

(allele frequency difference between colour types >0.25;
data not shown). Male colouration is known to play

an important role in speciation and reproductive isola-

tion among Lake Victoria cichlid fishes (Seehausen &

Van Alphen 1999; Seehausen & Schluter 2004). In par-

ticular, speciation involves parallel divergence along

the same yellow–blue axis of male colouration in a

number of genera including those studied here

(Seehausen & Van Alphen 1999; Seehausen et al. 1999,

2008). One idea to explain this pattern is that such

repeated bouts of disruptive selection on what are

probably the same genes could have been made possi-

ble by the specific genetic architecture of this trait, pre-

venting the complete erosion of genetic variation in

the course of selective sweeps (Seehausen et al. 1999;

Magalhaes & Seehausen 2010). Alternatively or addi-

tionally, allelic variation may have been reintroduced

through occasional hybridization events (Seehausen

2004; Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Jones et al.

2012). Our finding that the loci that best differentiate

these five species do not follow the phylogenetic rela-

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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tionships estimated from the majority of the genomic

loci suggests that divergent selection during some

of the speciation events may indeed have recruited

variation introduced by hybridization among non-sister

species.

Reconciling the trees: a scenario for hybrid speciation

Attempting to develop a scenario that reconciles the

phylogenetic and population genetic analyses pre-

sented here, we can envision the following evolution-

ary scenario (Fig. 4): P. pundamilia and M. lutea are the

genetically most divergent among our five study spe-

cies, and this is consistent in all our SNP subsets.

They are also certainly phenotypically most distinct.

Pundamilia nyererei is the most distinct among the

remaining three species, both in terms of population

genetic and phylogenetic analyses, yet its phylogenetic

relationships when estimated from the top slice of the

FST distribution (closely related to M. lutea) vs. the rest

of the genome (closely related to P. pundamilia) are

inconsistent. We propose that the most parsimonious

scenario consistent with all of these results involves a

first split (at t1; Fig. 4) between a yellow Mbipia ances-

tor and a blue Pundamilia ancestor. This speciation

event was followed by some hybridization between

the two taxa (at t2; Fig. 4), which lead to the introgres-

sion of allelic variation from Mbipia into Pundamilia,

followed by divergent selection between colouration

genes within Pundamilia and, ultimately, speciation

into P. pundamilia and P. nyererei. Pundamilia nyererei

exhibits some traits potentially derived through intro-

gression from Mbipia (i.e. colour). This scenario is also

consistent with patterns of allele sharing observed at

the LWS opsin gene in earlier work (Fig. 4): while

P. pundamilia and P. nyererei at Makobe are fixed for

alleles from divergent opsin clades, P. nyererei shares

its alleles with Mbipia mbipi, and they are embedded

in a clade with several other alleles that occur in Mbi-

pia but not in P. nyererei (note that we do not have

LWS data for M. lutea, but it is likely that they share

alleles from the same allele clade that is widespread

in shallow water algae scrapers; Terai et al. 2006; See-

hausen et al. 2008).

lutea mbipi 'pink' nyererei pundamilia 

PundamiliaMbipia 

? ?

Speciation event 1 

Speciation event 2 

Speciation events 3&4 

Introgression event 1

Introgression event 2

t1

t2

t3

Mbipia-like morphology 

Pundamilia-like morphology

genes associated with blue
male coloration 
genes associated with yellow
male coloration

LWS opsin allele H clade 

LWS opsin allele P clade

Fig. 4 A scenario for the evolution of the five species that is consistent with morphological and molecular data. Time point 1 (t1): first

speciation event between Mbipia lutea-like and Pundamilia pundamilia-like ancestor. t2: secondary hybridization leads to introgression

of allelic variation (genes associated with yellow colouration; LWS opsin H clade) into Pundamilia, thus facilitating speciation event 2

within Pundamilia. t3: a second intergeneric hybridization event precedes speciation events 3 and 4 that give rise to M. mbipi and

P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’. LWS opsin data are not available for two species. In these cases, the most likely allele clade is shown together

with a question mark.
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Mbipia mbipi and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ are the least

well differentiated of the five species studied here. They

are poorly differentiated from each other across most of

their genome (Fig. 2c), they show the fewest pairwise

outlier loci (Fig. 1), and they are the least resolved species

groups in the tree estimated from the top SNP data sub-

set (Fig. 3c). We observe low support for the monophyly

of each species and only very short branches in the top

SNP data (Fig. 3c), suggesting most of their alleles at

these SNPs are shared with other species. To verify

whether this is indeed the case, we examined the allele

frequencies at all 107 top SNPs and identified all cases

where the observed allele frequencies in one species

were very different from those in the remaining four

species (frequency difference between the two groups

� 0.6). This condition would be met, for example, at a

SNP site where nucleotide A has the following frequen-

cies in each of five species: 0%, 12%, 38%, 2% and

100%. In the following, we would consider this locus to

have a ‘unique allele frequency’ in the fifth species, and

we expect that species of hybrid ancestry would have

fewer such unique allele frequencies than genetically

very distinct species.

We found that M. lutea and P. pundamilia had unique

allele frequencies at a much larger number of loci (23

and 17, respectively) than the other three species

(Fig. 5a). Mbipia mbipi had just three such loci,

P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ just one, while P. nyererei was

intermediate with eight uniquely differentiated loci.

Taken together, these observations imply that both

M. mbipi and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ share a history of

admixture between Mbipia and Pundamilia. This hybrid-

ization episode would have been more recent than that

inferred in the ancestry of P. nyererei, and it seems pos-

sible that both species derive from the same episode of

hybridization between a population of M. lutea and one

of P. pundamilia (at t3 in Fig. 4).

Importantly, the allele frequencies observed in M.

mbipi and P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’ are not consistently inter-

mediate between those of M. lutea and P. pundamilia at

individual loci. Instead, the two species carry M. lutea

alleles at some loci and P. pundamilia alleles at others. To

illustrate this pattern, we identified all top SNPs where

the frequency of a particular allele was similar in a

hybrid species and one parental species, but showed a

frequency difference of � 0.6, that is, a unique allele fre-

quency, in the second putative parent (as illustrated for

M. mbipi in Fig. 5b). Using this criterion, of the total 107

top SNPs, we identified 27 where the allele frequency in

M. mbipi was similar toM. lutea and 32 where it was sim-

ilar to P. pundamilia. In P. sp. ‘pink anal fin’, we identified

21 SNPs where the allele frequencies were M. lutea-like

and 40 where they were P. pundamilia-like. These results

suggest significant contributions from both putative

parental species to the hybrid genomes.

Based on the current analyses, we cannot confidently

exclude the possibility that incomplete lineage sorting

(ILS) of ancestral variation has contributed to the incon-

sistencies among the genealogical relationships inferred

from different sets of loci. However, it seems difficult to

envisage how ILS alone could produce the observed

pattern of highly admixed genomes in some species but

not in others. Coalescent-based simulations will provide

future opportunities for explicit tests of the relative

roles of ILS, hybridization and selection in the origin

and spread of alleles in these populations.

(b)(a)

Fig. 5 (a) Number of loci with unique allele frequencies in each species. An allele is considered to be unique in a species if its fre-

quency differs by � 0.6 (dark and light grey) or � 0.8 (dark grey only) from the frequencies observed in the remaining four species.

(b) Frequency of one allele at 10 SNP sites from among the 107 SNPs with the highest global FST (top SNPs) in Mbipia lutea, Mbipia

mbipi and Pundamilia pundamilia. Yellow circles indicate sites where the allele frequency in M. mbipi is similar to that in M. lutea and

blue circles SNPs where M. mbipi is similar to P. pundamilia.
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Conclusions

For the first time in Lake Victoria cichlids, a genome-scale

data set derived from genotyping-by-sequencing

approaches allowed us to contrast phylogenetic relation-

ships reconstructed from distinct subsets of markers

characterized to different extents by selection history,

introgression and ancestry. The rapid species radiation of

Lake Victoria cichlid fishes is associated with signatures of

repeated hybridization. Our results suggest that hybridiza-

tion lead to reshuffling of gene complexes associated with

adaptation and mate choice, resulting in hybrid species

with novel combinations of ecology and mating behaviour,

not unlike the case of Heliconius butterflies (Heliconius Gen-

ome Consortium 2012). These results suggest an important

contribution of episodes of hybridization to this extraordi-

narily fast adaptive radiation of cichlid fishes.
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